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at the very start of south africa s constitutional democracy openness and transparency had a
special place reacting against the secrecy of apartheid the veils would be lifted in a newly open
society and indeed south africa s access to information law the promotion of access to
information act a direct result of the constitutional negotiations is without parallel in the world
but bureaucracies and their cultures do not change easily habits of secrecy die hard and
perhaps hardest where institutional capacity is low and organizational resources are scarce
working against such obstacles a few valiant organi zations including the south african history
archive saha have been working to push back the entrenched modes of secrecy and instantiate
the realm of open democracy this book edited by kate allan tells and reflects upon that story
drawing on the experience of saha the chapters of paper wars will be the place to start for any
serious scholar or dedicated activist seeking to understand the experience and place of south
africa in the global diffusion of freedom of information regimes despite having the law on their
side this book details the difficulties the information activists and requesters have encountered
as they have attempted to put south africa s constitutional right of access to information into
practice containing essays and case studies the volume will stand as the record of the initial
implementation or lack thereof of south africa s right to know law excerpt from papers on the
political situation south africa 1885 1895 to make these papers accessible i am causing them to
be reprinted at my own expense so that they may be placed on the shelves of every library in
south africa and of some libraries in great britain about the publisher forgotten books publishes
hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections
present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or
missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the
state of such historical works unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not
used ocr optical character recognition as this leads to bad quality books with introduced typos 2
in books where there are images such as portraits maps sketches etc we have endeavoured to
keep the quality of these images so they represent accurately the original artefact although
occasionally there may be certain imperfections with these old texts we feel they deserve to be
made available for future generations to enjoy papers and comments delivered at a symposium
jointly organized by the south african institute of race realtions and the south african institute of
international affairs on feb 24 1979 the papers which make up this book were written at
different times and were of the class that disappears entirely unless some care is taken to
preserve them the author also managed to retrieve the pamphlet entitled england in south
africa which was viewed as lost until discovered accidentally that a lady in scotland mrs taylor
had preserved a copy which was then lended to the author that pamphlet written from the
standpoint of the loyal cape colonists is worth preserving as it shows that so far back as 1885
dutch national aspirations had taken such definite form as to lead to the formation of an english
political association the empire league for the maintenance of the english tie the other papers
too will be of use to the student of the future even the newspaper reports of meetings of the
transvaal national union containing as they do though in crude form records of the resolutions
passed by that body of uitlanders and of the speeches of its leaders which must reveal to future
writers much that is important and relevant the terms of the great petition which was signed by
38 500 people and contemptuously disregarded by the volksraad will forever give the lie to the
statement on the boer side that the uitlanders formulated their demands in such insolent terms
as to preclude all possibility of their being granted the extracts from the address of the
republican chief justice the solemn warnings in the paper written by mr j w wessels now a judge
on the transvaal bench and the able analysis of the republican constitution by advocate auret
printed originally as appendices to my statement for the house of commons committee should
be of great value to students of south african history ufrieda ho s compelling memoir describes
with intimate detail what it was like to come of age in the marginalized chinese community of
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johannesburg during the apartheid era of the 1970s and 1980s the chinese were mostly ignored
as ho describes it relegated to certain neighborhoods and certain jobs living in a kind of gray
zone between the blacks and the whites as long as they adhered to these rules they were left
alone ho describes the separate journeys her parents took before they knew one another each
leaving china and hong kong around the early 1960s arriving in south africa as illegal
immigrants her father eventually became a so called fahfee man running a small time numbers
game in the black townships one of the few opportunities available to him at that time in loving
detail ho describes her father s work habits the often mysterious selection of numbers at the
kitchen table the carefully kept account ledgers and especially the daily drives into the
townships where he conducted business on street corners from the seat of his car sometimes
ufrieda accompanied him on these township visits offering her an illuminating perspective into a
stratified society poignantly it was on such a visit that her father who is very much a central
figure in ho s memoir met with a tragic end in many ways life for the chinese in south africa was
self contained working hard minding the rules and avoiding confrontations they were able to
follow traditional chinese ways but for ufrieda who was born in south africa influences from the
surrounding culture crept into her life as did a political awakening paper sons and daughters is a
wonderfully told family history that will resonate with anyone having an interest in the
experiences of chinese immigrants or perhaps any immigrants the world over this work has
been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true
to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library
stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the
world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of
america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute
this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a
reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures
errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be
preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of
the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge
alive and relevant excerpt from papers on the political situation in south africa 1885 1895 a few
words will explain what has led to the publishing of these pages the papers which go to make up
this book written at different times are just of the class that disappears entirely unless some
care is taken to preserve them as a proof of this i may state that i had looked upon the pamphlet
entitled england in south africa as quite lost until i discovered accidentally that a lady in
scotland mrs taylor had preserved a copy which she was kind enough to lend me that pamphlet
written from the standpoint of the loyal cape colonists is in my opinion worth preserving as it
shows that so far back as 1885 dutch national aspirations had taken such definite form as to
lead to the formation of an english political association the empire league for the maintenance
of the english tie the other papers too will i venture to think be of use to the student of the
future of my own work i shall say nothing except that being collected it may as the evidence of a
witness possibly be of some use to the historian who weighing testimony from all sides shall
seek to arrive at the truth about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands
of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an
important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct
the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy
in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully
any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
less than a decade after the advent of democracy in south africa tabloid newspapers have taken
the country by storm one of these papers the daily sun is now the largest in the country but it
has generated controversy for its perceived lack of respect for privacy brazen sexual content
and unrestrained truth stretching herman wasserman examines the success of tabloid
journalism in south africa at a time when global print media are in decline he considers the
social significance of the tabloids and how they play a role in integrating readers and their daily
struggles with the political and social sphere of the new democracy wasserman shows how
these papers have found an important niche in popular and civic culture largely ignored by the
mainstream media and formal political channels this work has been selected by scholars as
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being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this
work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as
possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these
works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in
the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other
nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity
individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical
artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars
believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant this is a
humorous wry critical and sometimes nostalgic look at people and events in south africa over
the past half century by one of the country s longest serving newspaper editors excerpt from
papers relating to the complaints of british subjects in the south african republic presented to
both houses of parliament by command of her majesty june 1899 with reference to previous
correspondence i have the honour to enclose for your information a copy of the report of the
government industrial commission in the south african republic i propose to defer my remarks
on the report until i have obtained some information as to the intentions of the government and
the opinion of the leading members of the mining industry in regard to its recommendations
about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books
find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work
forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition
we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that
remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works this much awaited
volume uncovers the long lost pages of the major african multilingual newspaper abantu batho
founded in 1912 by african national congress anc convenor pixley seme with assistance from the
swazi queen it was published up until 1931 attracting the cream of african politicians journalists
and poets mqhayi nontsisi mgqweth and grendon in its pages burning issues of the day were
articulated alongside cultural by ways the people s paper comprising both essays and an
anthology explores the complex movements and individuals that emerged in the almost twenty
years of its publication the essays contribute rich new material to provide clearer insights into
south african politics and intellectual life the anthology unveils a judicious selection of never
before published columns from the paper spanning every year of its life and drawn from
repositories on three continents abantu batho had a regional and international focus and by
examining all these dynamics across boundaries and disciplines the people s paper transcends
established historiographical frontiers to fill a lacuna that scholars have long lamented this
selected issues paper estimates the potential growth rate for south africa using different
methodologies in line with existing studies and findings for other emerging markets the paper
finds that south africa s potential growth rate has declined in the post global financial crisis
period though there is substantial uncertainty south africa s potential growth is estimated to
have fallen from an average of 3 5 to 4 percent during 2000 08 to 2 25 to 2 50 percent in 2010
14 implying that the output gap in 2014 would be between 0 5 and 1 3 percent of gdp
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Paper Wars
2009

at the very start of south africa s constitutional democracy openness and transparency had a
special place reacting against the secrecy of apartheid the veils would be lifted in a newly open
society and indeed south africa s access to information law the promotion of access to
information act a direct result of the constitutional negotiations is without parallel in the world
but bureaucracies and their cultures do not change easily habits of secrecy die hard and
perhaps hardest where institutional capacity is low and organizational resources are scarce
working against such obstacles a few valiant organi zations including the south african history
archive saha have been working to push back the entrenched modes of secrecy and instantiate
the realm of open democracy this book edited by kate allan tells and reflects upon that story
drawing on the experience of saha the chapters of paper wars will be the place to start for any
serious scholar or dedicated activist seeking to understand the experience and place of south
africa in the global diffusion of freedom of information regimes despite having the law on their
side this book details the difficulties the information activists and requesters have encountered
as they have attempted to put south africa s constitutional right of access to information into
practice containing essays and case studies the volume will stand as the record of the initial
implementation or lack thereof of south africa s right to know law

Short Papers Chiefly on South African Subjects
1893

excerpt from papers on the political situation south africa 1885 1895 to make these papers
accessible i am causing them to be reprinted at my own expense so that they may be placed on
the shelves of every library in south africa and of some libraries in great britain about the
publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more
at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten
books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original
format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in
the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however
repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Papers on the Political Situation South Africa, 1885-1895
(Classic Reprint)
2017-01-11

unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr optical character
recognition as this leads to bad quality books with introduced typos 2 in books where there are
images such as portraits maps sketches etc we have endeavoured to keep the quality of these
images so they represent accurately the original artefact although occasionally there may be
certain imperfections with these old texts we feel they deserve to be made available for future
generations to enjoy

Papers on the Political Situation in South Africa,
1885-1895
2012-08-01

papers and comments delivered at a symposium jointly organized by the south african institute
of race realtions and the south african institute of international affairs on feb 24 1979
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Politics on Paper
1992

the papers which make up this book were written at different times and were of the class that
disappears entirely unless some care is taken to preserve them the author also managed to
retrieve the pamphlet entitled england in south africa which was viewed as lost until discovered
accidentally that a lady in scotland mrs taylor had preserved a copy which was then lended to
the author that pamphlet written from the standpoint of the loyal cape colonists is worth
preserving as it shows that so far back as 1885 dutch national aspirations had taken such
definite form as to lead to the formation of an english political association the empire league for
the maintenance of the english tie the other papers too will be of use to the student of the
future even the newspaper reports of meetings of the transvaal national union containing as
they do though in crude form records of the resolutions passed by that body of uitlanders and of
the speeches of its leaders which must reveal to future writers much that is important and
relevant the terms of the great petition which was signed by 38 500 people and contemptuously
disregarded by the volksraad will forever give the lie to the statement on the boer side that the
uitlanders formulated their demands in such insolent terms as to preclude all possibility of their
being granted the extracts from the address of the republican chief justice the solemn warnings
in the paper written by mr j w wessels now a judge on the transvaal bench and the able analysis
of the republican constitution by advocate auret printed originally as appendices to my
statement for the house of commons committee should be of great value to students of south
african history

A List of South African Newspapers, 1800-1982, with
Library Holdings
1983

ufrieda ho s compelling memoir describes with intimate detail what it was like to come of age in
the marginalized chinese community of johannesburg during the apartheid era of the 1970s and
1980s the chinese were mostly ignored as ho describes it relegated to certain neighborhoods
and certain jobs living in a kind of gray zone between the blacks and the whites as long as they
adhered to these rules they were left alone ho describes the separate journeys her parents took
before they knew one another each leaving china and hong kong around the early 1960s
arriving in south africa as illegal immigrants her father eventually became a so called fahfee
man running a small time numbers game in the black townships one of the few opportunities
available to him at that time in loving detail ho describes her father s work habits the often
mysterious selection of numbers at the kitchen table the carefully kept account ledgers and
especially the daily drives into the townships where he conducted business on street corners
from the seat of his car sometimes ufrieda accompanied him on these township visits offering
her an illuminating perspective into a stratified society poignantly it was on such a visit that her
father who is very much a central figure in ho s memoir met with a tragic end in many ways life
for the chinese in south africa was self contained working hard minding the rules and avoiding
confrontations they were able to follow traditional chinese ways but for ufrieda who was born in
south africa influences from the surrounding culture crept into her life as did a political
awakening paper sons and daughters is a wonderfully told family history that will resonate with
anyone having an interest in the experiences of chinese immigrants or perhaps any immigrants
the world over

South Africa and Sanctions
1979

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact
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and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright
references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important
libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the
united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy
and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the
work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages
poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important
enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate
your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant

Parliamentary Papers
1863

excerpt from papers on the political situation in south africa 1885 1895 a few words will explain
what has led to the publishing of these pages the papers which go to make up this book written
at different times are just of the class that disappears entirely unless some care is taken to
preserve them as a proof of this i may state that i had looked upon the pamphlet entitled
england in south africa as quite lost until i discovered accidentally that a lady in scotland mrs
taylor had preserved a copy which she was kind enough to lend me that pamphlet written from
the standpoint of the loyal cape colonists is in my opinion worth preserving as it shows that so
far back as 1885 dutch national aspirations had taken such definite form as to lead to the
formation of an english political association the empire league for the maintenance of the
english tie the other papers too will i venture to think be of use to the student of the future of
my own work i shall say nothing except that being collected it may as the evidence of a witness
possibly be of some use to the historian who weighing testimony from all sides shall seek to
arrive at the truth about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare
and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important
historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare
cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our
edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections
that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Papers on the Political Situation in South Africa,
1885-1895
1903

less than a decade after the advent of democracy in south africa tabloid newspapers have taken
the country by storm one of these papers the daily sun is now the largest in the country but it
has generated controversy for its perceived lack of respect for privacy brazen sexual content
and unrestrained truth stretching herman wasserman examines the success of tabloid
journalism in south africa at a time when global print media are in decline he considers the
social significance of the tabloids and how they play a role in integrating readers and their daily
struggles with the political and social sphere of the new democracy wasserman shows how
these papers have found an important niche in popular and civic culture largely ignored by the
mainstream media and formal political channels

Paper Sons and Daughters
2012-07-04

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact
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and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright
references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important
libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the
united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy
and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the
work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages
poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important
enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate
your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant

The Record Or, A Series of Official Papers Relative to the
Condition and Treatment of the Native Tribes of South
Africa
1841

this is a humorous wry critical and sometimes nostalgic look at people and events in south africa
over the past half century by one of the country s longest serving newspaper editors

Reform and Response
1983

excerpt from papers relating to the complaints of british subjects in the south african republic
presented to both houses of parliament by command of her majesty june 1899 with reference to
previous correspondence i have the honour to enclose for your information a copy of the report
of the government industrial commission in the south african republic i propose to defer my
remarks on the report until i have obtained some information as to the intentions of the
government and the opinion of the leading members of the mining industry in regard to its
recommendations about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare
and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important
historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare
cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our
edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections
that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

The Moscow Papers
1991

this much awaited volume uncovers the long lost pages of the major african multilingual
newspaper abantu batho founded in 1912 by african national congress anc convenor pixley
seme with assistance from the swazi queen it was published up until 1931 attracting the cream
of african politicians journalists and poets mqhayi nontsisi mgqweth and grendon in its pages
burning issues of the day were articulated alongside cultural by ways the people s paper
comprising both essays and an anthology explores the complex movements and individuals that
emerged in the almost twenty years of its publication the essays contribute rich new material to
provide clearer insights into south african politics and intellectual life the anthology unveils a
judicious selection of never before published columns from the paper spanning every year of its
life and drawn from repositories on three continents abantu batho had a regional and
international focus and by examining all these dynamics across boundaries and disciplines the
people s paper transcends established historiographical frontiers to fill a lacuna that scholars
have long lamented
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Papers on the Political Situation in South Africa,
1885-1895
2016-05-23

this selected issues paper estimates the potential growth rate for south africa using different
methodologies in line with existing studies and findings for other emerging markets the paper
finds that south africa s potential growth rate has declined in the post global financial crisis
period though there is substantial uncertainty south africa s potential growth is estimated to
have fallen from an average of 3 5 to 4 percent during 2000 08 to 2 25 to 2 50 percent in 2010
14 implying that the output gap in 2014 would be between 0 5 and 1 3 percent of gdp

Papers on the Political Situation in South Africa
2015-07-04

Papers Regarding the British South Africa Company and
Mashonaland and Matabeleland, 1892-99
1971

Tabloid Journalism in South Africa
2010-05-31

Foreign Policy Issues in a Democratic South Africa
1993

The Press as Opposition
1975

Political Papers on South African Topics
1877

Further Papers Respecting the Affairs of South Africa
2020-07-30

Research Papers
1966
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POLITICAL PAPERS ON SOUTH AFRI
2016-08-28

The Moscow Papers : the USSR and South Africa
Similarities Problems and Opportunities
1991

Around and about
2004

Papers Relating to the Complaints of British Subjects in
the South African Republic
2017-10-12

South Africa
1988

Papers Relating to the Complaints of British Subjects in
the South African Republic...
1899

The Record
1838

Papers Delivered at the South African Law Conference ...
1954

The People’s Paper
2012-09-01

The General Law Amendment Act, 1962
1962
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Poetry South Africa
1976

Post-apartheid South Africa
1989

South Africa: Selected Issues Paper
2014-12-11

The Record
1960

Papers Presented to the Second Symposium on Post-
Apartheid South Africa, Held March 5-6 1987 and
Arranged by the Dept. of Black Education, Research and
Development, University of Pittsburgh
1987

Papers in the Prehistory of the Western Cape, South
Africa
1978

Collections of Newspaper Cuttings in South Africa
1973

Aspects of Library Work in South Africa
1948
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